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Abstract: 

Authentication depending on keyword is heavily used in the purpose of system privateness and safeguard. Whereas 

people activity such as selecting worst keywords and typing those keywords is an uncertain approach are 

considered as the weakest loop in the verification sequence. As a substitute of superficial captcha strings, customer 

aims to select keyword, one of two small or essential for basic recognition. With net functions growth human can 

approach numerous gadgets. This transformation brings enormous advantage but also enlarges the possibility of 

displaying keywords to shoulder surfing intrusion. Raiders can recognize precisely or adopt foreign documentation 

equipments to assemble customer diploma. To overcome this problem a unique verification scheme passmatrix 
depend on graphical keywords to abide shoulder surfing intrusion is proposed. Along with a single-time logical 

gauge a spheroid plane and a steep crossbar sheltering the unified outlook of pass-images, passmatrix attempts 

negative due for the raiders to resolve or abate the keyword although they plan different camcorder-based 

aggression. From this analysis outcome, the planned structure carryout improved production to shoulder surfing 

raid during preserving applicability. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

One of the major functions of any security system is 

the control of people in or out of protected areas. 

Verification is the action of detecting that the 

customer demanding a property is the one who he 

request to be. Most of the verification schemes today 

handle the combo of surname and keyword for their 
verification. Shoulder surfing is a mechanism of 

collecting datas such as surnames and keywords by 

observing over a person shoulder during he/she 

entering into the device, by that allowing raiders to 

achieve connection to the system. Keylogging is the 

method of seeing the keys battered on a keyboard, 

consistently in the style so that the user accessing the 

keyboard is unfamilias that such activity is autited [1-

3]. There are two kinds of keyloggers that are OS 

keylogger and hardware keylogger. OS keylogger are 

equipped on the monitors that are placed in the 

middle of OS and the keyboard hardware, and all the 
keyhit is documented. Hardware keyloggers are small 

hardware gadgets. Those are linked to the PC and/or 

to the keyboard that schedules every action into the 

file or in the memory of the hardware device. Various 

verification systems are made-up to evade the issues 

of shoulder surfing and keyloggers for e.g. biometric 

devices. But those devices are valuable and all the 

separate customers cannot manage to buy the 

biometric device.On the point of traditional keyword 

scheme is sensitive to shoulder surfing and 

keyloggers [4-8]. 

Literature Survey 

“SECURE USER AUTHENTICATION IN 

INTERNET BANKING,”  

Applied in online banking environments. The 

banking industries as well as the way user collaborate 

among economic institution and one another 

financially. 

 “ON CUSTOMER SELECTING GRAPHICAL 

KEYWORD SCHEME,”  

Authorizing customers’ collection of keywords in 

double graphical keyword pattern, unique form on 

straight at an actual economic device. Commercial 

product, can harvest keywords along the destruction 

as down powerful abstract excellent and in any 

compact, so are greatly connect along the chase 

conversely common of the customer. 

“REDUCING SHOULDER SURFING BY 

ACCEPTING LOOK BASED KEYWORD 

ENTRY” 

Shoulder-surfing – accepting plain conclusion no 

changes, equivalent that consider characters accept to 

receive keywords, fasten and alternative response 

claimed to get endure problematic directed towards 

feet. 

 

“SECURE VERIFICATION ACCEPTING 

ACTIVE ONSCREEN KEYBOARD OUTLINE” 

Onscreen Keyboard verification gets abetted 

customers facing assure the surname and keywords 

against reality arrest aside primary key loggers, spore 

and malevolent bots. After all Onscreen Keyboard 

against big alternative deception so an attacker. 

Problem Statement   

The graphical keyboard and on screen keyboard  has 

been except that an alternative to alphanumeric 

keyword scheme as it is vulnerable to shoulder-

surfing, private comcorder and spore intervention . 

The graphical keyword scheme achieves 

memorability and security to certain extent but it is 
captured by plain conclusion conversely away 

registration or by recording login session called 

shoulder surfing attack.  

 

Existing System 

Textual keywords have been accepted the better 

extensively used verification approach as decades. 

Comprised of digit also upper- and lower-case 

character, textual keywordare acknowledge suitable 

carnal effort aggregation   to cram and arouse. 

However, a strong textual password is hard to 

memorize and recollect. Accordingly, customer aim 
to accept keywords. So are one two abbrivate or 

against the glossary, averagely than random 

alphanumeric strings. Even bad, it is not a few case 

that client may use only one surname and keyword 

for multiple accounts. 

 

Different graphical keyword verification schemes 

were above the problems and keenesses related with 

textual keywords. Established on any compaison 

people have a greater ablate to recollect figure then 

with long-term memory (LTM) than character 
approach. Image-based keyword were proved to be 

easier to recollect in several user studies .As a result, 

users can set up a complex authentication password 

and are capable of recollecting it after a long time 

even if the memory is not activated periodically. 

 

Drawbacks of Existing System 

 The human actions such as selecting bad 

keywords for new phase and differrent 

keywords in an unprotected path for remain 

logins are regarded as the worst network in the 
verification network. 

 Major of the figure-based keyword are ready to 

shoulder surfing attacks (SSAs). This way of 

intrusion uses explict views, like noticing over a 

person shoulder or implementing video capture 

approach to get the keywords. 
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Proposed System 

In this paper, a protected image verification method 

is named as PassMatrix is used to  that safeguard the 

customer  from shoulder surfing  when entering the 

keywords in public place by the usage of one-time 

key password. A key indicator is randomly generated 
for each pass-image and will be useless after the 

session terminates. The pointer handover greater 

safety across shoulder surfing stroming after all client 

usage a progressive index to indicate   the location of 

those keyword alternative click on the keyword 

article precisely. 

 

Advantages of Proposed System 

The login indicator for each pass-image varies so that 

each pass-image is an independent case. The, no 

pointer can be extracted from a set of pass-images in 

an verification trial, either from many login process. 
PassMatrix should atack shoulder surfing, also if the 

attacks are camera-captured 

 

Implementation  

Image Discretization Module 

At this stage, the client performs an history that 

involve a client name and keyword. The keyword 

remains of seperate cut objective for figure for a 

progression of n figures.  The particular desire of the 

client name is to give the client an vision of accept a 

particular details. The clientname can be avoided if 
Pass-Matrix is implement to verification .The client 

has to select figure from a provided menu as pass-

image. Suddenly the client will choose a pass-square 

or one by one choosen pass-image from the 

framework, which act cut by the figure description 

width. The client retrun the track before the keyword 

is set. This phase cut any figure within objective, 

from that client would select point of the pass-square. 

A figure is seperate to a 7 _ 11 framework. The less 

the figure is description, the more keyword area is. 

However, the extremely concentrated module can 

conclusion in awareness problem of extract objects 
and gain the difficulty of client incorporate 

operations. Hence, in this execution, a distribution 

was made at 60-picture element distance in both 

parallel and perpendicular directives, is the finest 

range to exactly choose the distinct objects. 

Login Indicator Generator Module 

Key symbol approach creates a key symbol subsist of 
numbers of distinct attribute for customers in the time 

of verification phase. In this implementation, 

attributes from A to G and numbers from 1 to 11 are 

used in 7*11 matrices. Both characters and integers 

are developed at any case and hence a distinct key 

symbol will be given in single point the approach is 

termed. The given key symbols are disposed to 

customers. 

Parallel and Perpendicular pole Control Module 

There are two active windows in parallel and 
perpendicular poles: a parallel pole with the 

arrangements of characters and a perpendicular pole 

with a arrangements of integers. This control module 

provides drag function for users to control both bars. 

Users can drag either bar to shift one alphanumeric at 

a time. They can also shift several checks at a time by 

dragging the bar for a distance. The pole are applied 

to accurately notice the spot of the customers picture 

element. 

Dynamic Virtual Keyboard Layout Generation: 

In this module a virtual keyboard layout is generated. 

A onscreen keyboard is an application element which 

grants customers to give letters. An onscreen 

keyboard can be handled with information an gadget 

that includes defite system key and a system mouse. 

The keys are hidden during the customer points a 

perpendicular key. Since the passkeys are invisible 

behind the customer click the invisible passkey, 

eventhough the screen shot are captured that would 
not make the password visible to the hacker.And thus 

customer keyword is protected.We shuffle the 

keyboard after every click. As a conclusion if a 

human is back of our shoulder to look at the 

keyword, he/she couldnot memorise or recollect the 

keyword since design and preparation of characters 

keeps changing during each click. Also observing the 

keywords is of no use and if the location is observed, 

during the next selection of keyword would again 

reshuffle the onscreen keyboard. 

Database 

The database assistant remain many counter that 

reserve client detail keywords(ID sum of pass-figure 

and the point of cut objective), also the hour period 

all client lost on the pair certification module and 

login phase and the time duration each user spent on 

both registration phase and login phase. 

PassMatrix _Authentication Algorthim 

1. When user inputs username & password 

2.  If valid (username & password)  

3.   Then 

4.  Login Indicator Generation          

5.   If verifying the shifting of horizontal & vertical 

bar matches the login indicator 

6. Then Login Success 

7. Else 
8.  Print invalid login 

9.  End if 

10. Else 

11. Print invalid username or password  
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12.  End if 

System Model 

 
Screenshots: 

 
 

 

 

8. Conclusion and Future Work:          

Shoulder surfing and key logger resistant textbased 

graphical password scheme is proposed. In this 

system customer can simple login toward computer 

externally doubt around shoulder surfing and key 

logger rider intrusion. Client equals to recall cut 
region and character keyword.The project is quite 

and capable dissimilar further graphical keywords 

just have to remember pass sector and alphanumeric 

password. This scheme is simple and efficient. 

Unlike other graphical password scheme user can 

easily log into the system without remembering 

graphical sequences. This system does not need use 

of physical or on-screen keyboard. 
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